Robotic automation performs a nested RT-PCR analysis for HCV without introducing sample contamination.
The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is a popular method to amplify and detect specific RNA and DNA sequences. To obtain maximum performance of PCR, it is best performed by highly skilled technologists because of the complexity of the assay and the potential for laboratory contamination from the amplification products produced. We chose to automate this nested RT-PCR for hepatitis C assay to significantly reduce the need for manual pipetting while preserving the excellent non-contamination performance of the corresponding manual test. A three axis cartesian robotic pipetting station was equipped to perform RT-PCR using an on-board automated thermal cycling device. 104 sera were analyzed using this modified pipetting station and we found a very close agreement (100% sensitivity and 98% specificity) with results previously obtained by corresponding manual RT-PCR analysis. This study demonstrated a user-programmed robotic pipetting system could successfully automate a complex PCR assay without contamination. Our results suggest that use of robotic pipetting station can provide cost efficient alternative to performance of molecular diagnostic assays while demonstrating minimal inter sample contamination.